NOTIFICATION

SUB: BYE-ELECTION OF ORDINARY FELLOWS OF THE SENATE FROM THE CONSTITUENCYF 'COLLEGE TEACHERS' UNDER SECTION : 15 II (A) (ii).

All the voters of the constituency of College Teachers, under Section-15 II (A) (ii), are hereby informed that the following teachers shown under the various colleges, being the only validly nominated candidates for Election to the Senate, are hereby declared duly elected as Ordinary Fellows of the Senate under Statute-134 (b) of the Sardar Patel University ACT.

1. DR.ARCHANA RAMKRISHNA BANSOD
   CENTRE FOR STUDIES AND RESEARCH ON LIFE AND WORKS OF SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL (CERLIP), CVM BUNGLOW-18, OPP. BHAIKAKA LIBRARY,
   VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120.

2. MACWAN FEDRICK WILLIAMBHAI
   CHRISTIAN COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, I.P.MISSION COMPOUND,
   STATION ROAD, OLD D. SP. OFFICE,
   ANAND-388001.

3. CHOUBISA ROSHAN PRAKASHCHANDRA
   CVM COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
   OPP.M.U.PATEL HIGHSCHOOL, SHRI ARVIND MARG,
   VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120.

4. BHARATKUMAR MADHAVLAL PATEL
   D.M. PATEL ART'S & S.S.PATEL COMMERCE COLLEGE,
   ODE-388210. TA. & DI.ANAND

5. VARSAT ANILKUMAR KANJIBHAI
   H M PATEL INSTITUTE OF ENGLISH TRAINING AND RESEARCH,
   VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120.
6. PROF. BADASAB SAIYEDMIYA SAIYED
I.V. PATEL COLLEGE OF COMMERCE,
COLLEGE ROAD, P.O.Box.17 DIST:KHEDA
NAD/AD-387001.

7. NARNAWARE SUNIL LALJI
INSTITUTE OF STUDIES AND RESEARCH IN RENEWABLE ENERGY,
(ISREE),
C/o. ARIBASS CAMPUS,
NEW VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388121. ANAND

8. THAKAR HETALBEN RAMESHCHANDRA
JIVKARAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
OPP.ARCHITECTURE COLLEGE, NEAR BHAIKAKA LIBRARY,
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120.

9. PATEL PRIYANKA BAHEN MANHARBHAI
JIVKARAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY,
OPP.ARCHITECTURE COLLEGE, NEAR BHAIKAKA LIBRARY,
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120.

10. DIPAL RAJENDRAKUMAR PATEL
R.N. PATEL IPCOWALA SCHOOL OF LAW & JUSTICE,
4-5TH FLOOR, SICART BUILDING, MOTA BAZAR,
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120.

11. SEEMANTINI SANGAPPA SORAGANVI
SHANTABEN MANUBHAI PATEL SCHOOL OF STUDIES & RESEARCH
IN ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN,
NEW VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388121.

12. VIJAYKUMAR RAMANBHAI PATEL
SHRI.R.K.PARIKH ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE
POST BOX NO.23
PETLAD-388450

13. PATEL PRAGNA BHIKHUBHAI
VITTHALBHAI PATEL & RAJRATNA P.T. PATEL SCIENCE COLLEGE,
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR.-388120. DIST: ANAND GUJARAT
14. GANDHI DIPALI BHUPENDRA
    WAYMADE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,
    NEAR GCET ENGG.COLLEGE, BAKROL ROAD,
    VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120. DIST:ANAND.

15. BHAGVANBHAI THOBHANBHAI DODIYA
    U.T.S. MAHILA ARTS COLLEGE,
    NEW SHORAK MILL ROAD,
    NADIAD-387 001.

16. SHAH SUNILKUMAR SURYAKANTBHAI
    SMT. SARLABEN BABUBHAI PATEL ARTS & SHRI RAMBHAI
    NATHABHAI AMIN COMMERCE COLLEGE,
    VASO-387380. TA:VASO DIST:KHEDA

17. KAUSHALKUMAR SURYAKANT SUTHAR
    SHREE P. M. PATEL INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
    NEAR SARDAR BAUG,
    ANAND-388001.

18. DAVE MAHESH KUMAR KESHAVLAL
    SMT. T. J. PATEL ENGLISH/GUJARATI MEDIUM COMMERCE
    COLLEGE, COLLEGE CAMPUS, COLLEGE ROAD,
    NADIAD-387001.

19. PARMAR AMITKUMAR ISHWARBHAI
    M.S. BHAGAT & C.S. SONAWALA LAW COLLEGE,
    COLLEGE ROAD,
    NADIAD-387001. DIST:KHEDA.

20. RAJESHKUMAR GIRDHARLAL KARIYA
    ARTS, SCIENCE AND R.A. PATEL COMMERCE COLLEGE,
    BHADRAN-388530 TA: BORSAD DIST:ANAND

21. SHAH NIRAJKUMAR VINAYKANT
    J. & J. COLLEGE OF SCIENCE,
    COLLEGE ROAD, POSTBOX NO.15
    NADIAD-387001. DIST:KHEDA

22. MR.MAHESHBHAI CHANDUBHAI CHAVDA
    SMT.PUSHPABEN KANAIYALAL INAMDAR COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,
    BAKROL-LAMBHVEL ROAD,
    BAKROL-388315. AT & PO.BAKROL DIST:ANAND
23. SAKSENA RAVJIBHAI BABBARBHAI
C.B. PATEL ARTS COLLEGE,
COLLEGE ROAD, POST BOX NO.39
NADIAD-387001. DIST:KHEDA

24. CHETANBHAI MANUBHAI PATEL
ST. STEPHEN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT &
TECHNOLOGY,
NEAR I.P.MISSION GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL, STATION ROAD,
ANAND-388 001.

25. JADAV SHANKARBHAI LAHNUBHAI
R.P. ANADA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,
BORSAD-388540. DIST:ANAND

26. PATEL JAGDISHBHAI MANILAL
SMT. S.I. PATEL IPCOWALA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE,
DANTALI ROAD,
PETLAD-388450. DIST:ANAND.

27. SHUKLA NAYANABEN TRIPURARIBHAI
SMT. S.I. PATEL IPCOWALA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,
COLLEGE CAMPUS,DANTALI ROAD,
PETLAD-388450. DIST:ANAND

28. CHAUDHARI ARVINDKUMAR KESHUBHAI
BHAVAN'S SHRI. I. L PANDYA ARTS -SCIENCE AND SMT. J. M. SHAH
COMMERCE COLLEGE,
DAKOR-388225. TA:THASRA DIST;KHEDA

29. ODEDRA KESHUBHAI RANBHAI
M.D. SHAH COMMERCE & B.D. PATEL ARTS COLLEGE,
MAHUDHA-387335. DIST:KAIRA

30. CHAUDHARI DIPAK KESHAVLAL
SECONDARY TEACHER'S TRAINING COLLEGE,
NEAR NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO.8, COLLEGE CAMPUS,
KHEDA-387411.
31. PATEL PASHABHAI DAHYABHAI PAREKH BROTHERS SCIENCE COLLEGE, KAPADWANJ-387620. DIST:KHEDA

32. KISHORKUMAR KANTILAL LEUVA SMT. B.C.J. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SHREE B.D.RAO COLLEGE ROAD, KHAMHBHAT-388620 DIST:ANAND

33. VAIBHAV RAGHUNANDAN JOSHI SHREE R. P. ARTS, K. B. COMMERCE & SMT. B.C.J. SCIENCE COLLEGE, SHREE B.D.RAO COLLEGE ROAD, KHAMHBHAT-388620 DIST:ANAND

34. PARESHKUMAR PRADYUMANBHAI TRIVEDI SHREE S.D. PATEL ARTS & C.M. PATEL COMMERCE COLLEGE, ANKLAV -388510. TA:ANKLAV DIST:ANAND

35. LALLUBHAI PUNJABHAI VANKAR SHAH K.S. ARTS & V.M. PAREKH COMMERCE COLLEGE, KAPADWANJ-387620. DIST:KHEDA

36. HIMANSHU NARPA ATLAL SANGHAVI C. Z. PATEL COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT, NEW VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388121. DIST:ANAND.

37. KARIA DENISH CHANDULAL PATEL J.B. RUDELWALA ARTS, PATEL A.M. RUDELWALA COMMERCE & PATEL J.D. K. DAVOLWALA SCIENCE COLLEGE, BORSAD-388540. DIST:ANAND.

38. DAVE JAYSHREE KANTILAL M. B. PATEL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY, VALLABH VIDYANAGAR-388120.

39. VALA KALPESHKUMAR DAHYABHAI DHARMAJ COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, AMRAPALI TOWNSHIP, PETLAD-KHAMHBHAT ROAD, DHARMAJ-388430. DIST:ANAND
No; K.2 /C.T. /7091
Vallabh Vidyanagar
Date:26-02-2016

To,
All the voters of the constituency of Teachers of the colleges and candidates concerned.